
Week 3 - February 27, 2018
How can Biotech…?

Feb 13     solve a crime? 
                store information in DNA?
Feb 20     change my DNA? 
                create “designer babies”?
Feb 27     help me lose weight?  
                predict my death?

March 6   help us reach and colonize Mars?

Tonight’s topics



How can Biotech…
help me lose 

weight?



Two ways gene-trait studies occur

hypothesis-dependent
based on prior evidence; may be suggestive of cause-effect

hypothesis-independent
requires no prior knowledge, studies a broad set of 
potential options and looks for statistically significant 
associations

2007 Stanford Study
311 overweight post-menopausal women assigned to a particular 
diet for one year  

very low-carb  Atkins 

40% carb, 30% protein, 30% fat  Zone 

behavior change  LEARN

very low-fat  Ornish 

avg weight 
loss (lbs)

10.4

3.5

5.7

4.9 

Gardner C. et al. Comparison of the Atkins, Zone, Ornish, and LEARN diets for change in weight and related risk factors among overweight 
premenopausal women: the A TO Z Weight Loss Study: a randomized trial. JAMA. 2007 Mar 7;297(9):969-77.

within each diet group, there was a 40-50 lb range of loss/gain



2010 Stanford Follow-On Study

https://salusgenetics.com/genediet/

analyzed DNA markers in 3 
genes (PPARG, ADRB2, 
FABP2) for 133 women from 
the original study

Nelson MD et al. Genetic Phenotypes Predict Weight Loss Success: The Right Diet Does Matter. (Oral Presentation #4). Presented at the American Heart 
Association’s Joint Conference – 50th Cardiovascular Disease Epidemiology and Prevention and Nutrition, Physical Activity and Metabolism – 2010, 

March 2-5, 2010, San Francisco, CA.

identified specific genetic 
combinations that suggested  

• low carb responsive 
• low fat responsive 
• balanced diet responsive

What are these genes?
PPARG  - peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma
The product of this gene regulates other genes implicated in insulin signaling, 
lipid storage, fatty acid uptake, and glucose uptake. The DNA variant of 
interest was first identified in 1997 and seems to alter how well the PPARG 
protein can carry out its regulatory duties

ADRB2 - adrenergic-receptor beta2
This gene produces a protein that binds the neurotransmitter epinephrine and 
initiates a set of signals inside cells communicate information within the cell. 
Among other things, it helps regulate insulin secretion from the pancreas and 
stimulates the release and use of fatty acids from fat cells.

FABP2 - fatty acid binding protein 2
The protein encoded by this gene binds and helps breakdown certain types of fatty 
acids. The DNA variant alters fat breakdown and appears to impair the removal 
of sugar from the bloodstream.



2018 Stanford Replication Study
609 overweight adults, randomized to 
1 year of low-fat or low-carb diet  
     all tested at the 3 gene regions

Gardner C., et al. Effect of Low-Fat vs. Low-Carbohydrate Diet on 12 Month Weight 
Loss in Overweight Adults and the Association with Genotype Pattern or Insulin 
Secretion: The DIETFITS Randomized Clinical Trial. JAMA 2018;319(7):667–679

79% completed trial

No significant interaction between 
DNA results and diet-plan success

avg weight loss:  
11.7 lbs for low fat 
13.2 lbs for low carb

So… is there a role for genetics?
Genetic 

influences on 
energy 

metabolism 
and weight are 

very likely…  
but probably 

more complex 
than a three-

gene 
combination.

Other researchers are looking at combinations of hundreds or thousands of genetic 
variants…this requires large numbers of participants and replication of any findings

Cox and Blaser, Cell Metabolism (2013)



DNA impact on exercise or nutrient intake?
British Journal of Sports Medicine 2015

As solid scientific evidence is currently lacking, 
commercially available nutrigenomics tests 
cannot be presently recommended.

Nothwithstanding, the need for a thorough and 
continuous nutrigenomics research is evident as 
it is a highly promising tool towards precision 
medicine.

How can Biotech…
predict my 

death?
biological age?



The challenge of aging

2015 2030

1.4 billion

901 million

global # of people 60+ years old global costs for dementia
2015 2030

$2.1 trillion

$891 billion

Finding interventions that slow aging

1. Develop a biomarker of biological age

Waiting 10-20 years to determine if an intervention 
successfully slows aging is challenging.

2. Find interventions that affect the biomarker
gene editing, drug screening, etc.  
test in cells, then model organisms

3. Conduct clinical trials of intervention
use the biomarker as a proxy for age - 
does the intervention slow aging?

helps determine individual health status 
and aging disease risk



Current candidate aging biomarkers
Telomere Length

Telomere

Telomere

Chromosome
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The telomeres form caps at 
the ends of chromosomes. 
They contain a unique DNA 
sequence which is repeated 
several times.

The DNA sequence varies slightly 
between species. The one shown 
here is from Tetrahymena.

 

 

www.nobelprize.org http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/basics/telomeres/

in most cells, 
telomeres are 
progressively 

shortened until 
exhaustion 
triggers cell 
senescence

Current candidate aging biomarkers
Telomere Length

> 6,000 papers published on 
“telomere length”

women have on avg. longer 
telomeres than men

short telomeres associated with increased mortality risk, coronary 
heart disease, Alzheimer and other measures of age-related traits 
(cognition, physical function)

very long telomeres linked to greater risk of melanoma, lung cancer, 
some types of leukemia and brain tumors



Current candidate aging biomarkers
Telomere length can be altered by external factors

Current candidate aging biomarkers
Is telomere length a good biomarker of aging?

“telomere length had little 
discriminatory ability and 
under-performed many 
conventional predictors of 
mortality, including easily 
collected self-reported 
measures”

Glei DA, et al. (2016) Predicting Survival from 
Telomere Length versus Conventional Predictors: 
A Multinational PopulationBased Cohort Study. 
PLoS ONE 11(4): e0152486.



Current candidate aging biomarkers
DNA Methylation (Epigenetic Clock)

currently, most robust measure of biological age

Not clear exactly what aspects of aging the clock measures

methylated DNA

unmethylated

transcription

Methylation
Acetylation

Methylating cytosine nucleotides 
can alter gene activity

cytosine 5’ Methyl-cytosine

Current candidate aging biomarkers
DNA Methylation (Epigenetic Clock)

currently, most robust measure of biological age

Hovath Hannum

very high correlation with 
chronological age
developed with large samples 
from multiple ethnic groups 

predicts all-cause mortality and 
many age-related diseases

clock age varies across tissues

2 different methylation calculations



Current candidate aging biomarkers
DNA Methylation (Epigenetic Clock)

Declerck & Vanden Berghe (2018) Back to the future: Epigenetic clock plasticity towards healthy aging. Mechanisms of Aging and Development 

what impacts health span?

Image credits: Jose Mosquera / Getty Images, Fotolia, Dreamstime, nigeriantoday



Next Week
Feb 13     solve a crime? 
                store information in DNA?
Feb 20     change my DNA? 
                create “designer babies”?
Feb 27     help me lose weight?  
                predict my death?

March 6   help us reach and colonize Mars?


